












6. The power plug must be accessible directly.

WARNING: fill with potable water only. Only use drinking water. 

DANGER 

*Improper use of the grounded plug can result in the risk of electrical shock. If the power cord

is damaged, please call our customer service. 

1. This unit should be properly grounded for your safety. The power cord of this appliance is equipped

with a grounding plug which mates with standard grounding wall outlets to minimize the possibility of

electric shock.

2. Plug your appliance into an exclusive, properly installed, grounding wall outlet. Do not under any

circumstances; damage the grounding means of the plug. Any questions concerning power and/or

grounding should be directed toward a certified electrician.

3. This appliance requires a standard 110-120Volt, 60Hz electrical outlet with good grounding means.

Before using your ice maker, it is strongly recommended to clean it thoroughly. 

Unplug the unit before cleaning or making any maintenance. 

1. Take out the ice basket.

2. Clean the interior with diluted detergent, warm water and a soft cloth.

3. Then use the water to rinse the inside parts, and drain out the water by unplugging the drain cap on

front bottom side.

4. The outside of the ice maker should be cleaned regularly with a mild detergent solution and warm

water.

5. Dry the interior and exterior with a clean soft cloth.

6. When the machine is not to be used for a long time, drain water completely & dry the interior.

USING YOUR ICE MAKER 

How to start the unit 

1. Take out the ice basket, pour potable water into water reservoir, 0.3 gallon water at most at one time.

2. Put back the ice basket.
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System Cleaning/Sanitizing Procedure 

1.Unplug the nugget ice maker.

2.Take off the bottom drain cap and drain out the water to a sink.

See the figure below.

3.Produce a solution by diluting one teaspoon of household bleach with five cups of water 

for daily cleaning. 

For monthly cleaning of removing mineral deposits , please use the white vinegar instead of the 

above water solution (and then plug in to turn on the "cleaning function" for about 5 minutes. After 

that, unplug it again to leave the white vinegar in the unit more than 12hours). 

4.Pour the solution into the water reservoir, up to the "MAX" water level.See the figure below.
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5. Plug in the Nugget ice maker,press and hold the "Clean" button for 5 seconds to

initiate the cleaning process(15mins).See the figure below. 

Ice Ful 

0 

Add Water 

0 

lce,Clean 

6. When the "cleaning" indicator lights off, take off the drain cap and drain out the water to a sink.

7. Repeat the step 4 to 6 with fresh water for two more cycles to rinse the inside.

8. Replace the drain cap on the bottom. See the figure below.

9. When completed, fill the unit with fresh water and press the "Ice" button to start ice making process.

See the figure below.

Ice Ful 

0 

Add Water 

0 
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How to obtain the ice-cube 

1. Before we start making ice, please make sure the water drain cap has been inserted into the

appliance; otherwise it will not work properly.

2. Press "ICE/CLEAN" button , Ring indicator light flashes white, it begin to work, Press this button

again, it will stop making ice.

3. For the first time, or if the appliance has not been used for a long time, it is recommended to clean

this appliance before you start to make ice.

4. In the process of making ice, if the "Add water" indicator light is on,and the machine stops working, it

needs adding water. After adding water, please restart the machine; Otherwise, it needs waiting for a

long time and then automatically start making ice again. When the ice making machine is restarted,

the compressor will have a waiting time of 3 minutes.

5. When the machine is full of ice, it will automatically stop working. The "ice full" indicator light will be

on, and the ring indicator light will be white. After the ice is removed, the machine starts working

automatically.

ice scoop postion 

Put the scoop on the top back cover 

Ice scoop 

Ice scoop holder 
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TROUBLESHOOTING 
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"Add Water " 
Lack of Water. 

indicator turns on 

There is too much ice. 

"ICE FULL" 

indicator turns on 
No ice cube inside. 

Ambient temperature or water 

temperature in inner tank is too high. 

Ring indicator light 
Refrigerant liquid leakage. 

flashes red 

Cover motor is broken 

Pipe in the cooling system is 

blocked. 

Hot Air outlet has been blocked by 

Making Ice too 
something. 
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Stop the ice maker, fill water, and 

press "ICE/CLEAN" button again 

to restart the unit. 

Suggest you to obtain the 

ice-cube. 

Remove the probable obstacle 

inside or clean the inside wall of 

the ice storage 

Please run the ice maker below 

90 Fahrenheit degree ambient 

and pour colder water into tank. 

Press the ICE button twice, restart 

ice making program, if this 

problem shows up again, 

verify it by a qualified technician. 

Hot Air outlet must be guaranteed 

to have more than 15 CM of 

ventilation distance. 

slowly Water temperature in the inner 

tank is too high. 

Refrigeration system malfunctions. 

Water temperature requirement 

is between TC-32 'C . 

Verify it by a qualified technician. 

Put the drain plug in place. 

Water leakage Verify it by a qualified technician. 

Drain plug is not in place 

Pipe Joint in the appliance 

maybe loose 

The seal has reached its service life Verify it by a qualified technician. 
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